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	Machine Learning and Security: Protecting Systems with Data and Algorithms, 9781491979907 (1491979909), O'Reilly, 2018

	Can machine learning techniques solve our computer security problems and finally put an end to the cat-and-mouse game between attackers and defenders? Or is this hope merely hype? Now you can dive into the science and answer this question for yourself. With this practical guide, you’ll explore ways to apply machine learning to security issues such as intrusion detection, malware classification, and network analysis.


	Machine learning and security specialists Clarence Chio and David Freeman provide a framework for discussing the marriage of these two fields, as well as a toolkit of machine-learning algorithms that you can apply to an array of security problems. This book is ideal for security engineers and data scientists alike.

	
		Learn how machine learning has contributed to the success of modern spam filters
	
		Quickly detect anomalies, including breaches, fraud, and impending system failure
	
		Conduct malware analysis by extracting useful information from computer binaries
	
		Uncover attackers within the network by finding patterns inside datasets
	
		Examine how attackers exploit consumer-facing websites and app functionality
	
		Translate your machine learning algorithms from the lab to production
	
		Understand the threat attackers pose to machine learning solutions
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Kalman Filtering: Theory and Practice Using MATLABJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
From Reviews of the First Edition    

    "An authentic magnum opus worth much more than its weight in gold!"
    —IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control    

    The proven textbook on Kalman filtering—now fully updated, revised, and expanded    

...


		

Practical Model-Based Testing: A Tools ApproachMorgan Kaufmann, 2006
Software testing is vitally important in the software development process, as illustrated by the growing market for automated testing tools. Moreover, software testing generally consumes between 30 and 60 percent of the overall development effort. 

Many companies are already using automated test execution tools. Modelbased testing pushes...

		

Fundamentals of EconomicsCengage Learning, 2012

	Designed for the one-term introductory economics course for non-majors, Boyes's FUNDAMENTALS OF ECONOMICS, Sixth Edition, engages students with business decisions of actual, headline-making companies and discusses the economic policies of today's world leaders. The Sixth Edition has been thoroughly updated to reflect the current...





	

Diabetes Management in Primary CareLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2007
This book offers primary care physicians evidence-based guidelines for evaluating and treating all patients with diabetes. It covers all aspects of outpatient and hospital-based diabetes care for all age groups, and includes behavioral interventions for enhancing patient adherence. Coverage includes fine-tuning glycemic management with computerized...

		

Mathematical and Statistical Methods for Multistatic Imaging (Lecture Notes in Mathematics)Springer, 2013

	This book covers recent mathematical, numerical, and statistical approaches for multistatic imaging of targets with waves at single or multiple frequencies. The waves can be acoustic, elastic or electromagnetic. They are generated by point sources on a transmitter array and measured on a receiver array. An important problem in multistatic...


		

Azure Arc-Enabled Data Services Revealed: Early First Edition Based on Public PreviewApress, 2021

	For many years, major software companies like Microsoft and Oracle made previously

	unfathomable profits by selling enterprise software that companies would buy and

	operate in their own data centers. In the last 20 years, we have seen a gradual transition

	to a wide variety of software and services models – SaaS, IaaS, PaaS...
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